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ABSTRACT
This thesis focuses on the development of a parachute payload system which is
capable of precision aerial delivery yet only represents a modest cost increase over bal-
listic unguided systems. In order to develop such a system, first a canopy is selected.
The canopy should be simple and inexpensive to make; in this case a cruciform canopy
was selected because this design is material efficient and requires far less labor to man-
ufacture compared to parafoil parachutes. Next some method of stabilizing that canopy
during flight must be proposed. In this case, the system heading is to be stabilized via a
single actuator by asymmetric deflection of the leading edge of one canopy panel. At this
stage in the development, a controller must be designed and implemented which stabilizes
the system in the proposed way. Outdoor flight testing is the gold standard of parachute
testing methodology since it offers the most realistic flight conditions. However, the un-
measured wind disturbances encountered in outdoor flight testing can confound results
iii
and interfere with repeatability of experiments.
The first experiment explained in this thesis revolves around the testing of a steer-
able cruciform parachute system using a vertical wind tunnel. The primary goal of the
experiment was to develop a heading stabilizing controller. Additionally, a closed-loop
system model was identified and a technique was developed for estimating canopy glide
ratio (GR). The vertical wind tunnel testing methodology is far faster and less expensive
than the outdoor flight testing which would be needed to accomplish the same goals.
After proving that a system can be steered via the proposed methodology, the
next stage in the developing of a precision guided vehicle is to demonstrate that the sta-
bilization technique is viable. This is accomplished in both outdoor flight testing and a
simulation based on the closed-loop model identified earlier. Furthermore, the precision
navigation potential of the system must be demonstrated; specifically, the system must
be capable of arriving closer to the desired impact point on the ground than an unguided
system dropped under the same conditions.
The work described in this thesis has advanced the development of the steerable
cruciform parachute system beyond the point of simply being a feasibility demonstrator.
The vertical wind tunnel experiments demonstrated that the system heading could be sta-
bilized and subsequent navigation experiments demonstrated that the system outperforms
an unguided system during real drops. The work done to compare the effectiveness of
different navigation strategies in a simulated environment represents the beginning of the
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next stage in the development of the parachute system. This next stage involves refine-
ment and performance improvements of the existing platform through engineering design
in order to advance the technical readiness level of the project.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1 Precision Aerial Delivery
Resupply efforts in hard to reach locations often require the use of precision aerial
delivery systems which can be deployed from high altitude and land within a specified
distance of a predetermined impact point on the ground. For the past two decades many
different solutions to the precision airdrop problem have been proposed. Several tech-
niques including pneumatic muscle actuators [1–3], reversible reefing [4, 5] and opti-
mized drogue-to-main transition timing [6–9] have focused on improving the impact point
accuracy of inexpensive circular canopies. The impact point accuracy and disturbance re-
jection of these methods is limited by the narrow translational capabilities of circular
canopies. Other methods have focused on ram-air parafoil systems due to their greater
glide capabilities [10–16]. Recent efforts have demonstrated the potential utilization of
cruciform canopies as a low-cost semi-precision delivery platform [17].
While parafoil systems can achieve highly favorable impact point accuracy, their
relatively high cost may be discourage use in some situations. All solutions to the pre-
cision airdrop problem strike a balance between impact point accuracy and system cost.
With current solutions, planners of resupply missions could be forced to choose afford-
ability over accuracy or vice versa. The steerable cruciform system fills the gap between
existing technologies by delivering acceptable impact point accuracy with low associated
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operational costs. The steerable cruciform system (dubbed SnowflakeX) requires only a
single actuator to steer and glide the vehicle. Steering and glide capabilities are achieved
through asymmetric canopy deformation, similar to the methods used in the Affordable
Guided Airdrop System (AGAS) [1–3].
1.2 Steerable Cruciform Parachute System
The steerable cruciform is a parachute system consisting of a cruciform canopy
trimmed for glide in a manner similar to the techninques shown in [18] in which the
canopy panels are asymmetrically deformed to generate horizontal glide. The concept
requires only a single actuator to stabilize the canopy heading. Unlike unguided systems
which by definition are completely susceptible to wind drift, the steerable cruciform sys-
tem seeks to achieve sufficient impact point accuracy to enable drops to be conducted from
greater than 10 000 ft [3048 m] altitude above ground level (AGL) in order to significantly
improve aircraft safety [17].
The steerable cruciform system utilize a hybrid navigation strategy which relies
on a wind prediction to drop the system at the calculated aerial release point (CARP) and
steer the system along a reference trajectory [17, 19]. The reference trajectory represents
the ballistic trajectory that would need to be followed by a similar but unguided system
in order to arrive exactly at the impact point if the winds were known perfectly. The
navigation algorithm points the system toward successive altitude-dependent waypoints.
Errors in landing location occur because of differences between the predicted and actual
wind conditions.
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The system evaluated in this study has a descent rate of approximately 22 ft/s
[6.8 m/s], and the system can only penetrate winds up to 8.0 ft/s [2.5 m/s]. Wind pene-
tration is defined as the ability of the system to steer directly into wind of a given speed
and still move forward in terms of the ground track. The system works in conditions
where the wind speed is well in excess of 8.0 ft/s [2.5 m/s], but since it cannot make for-
ward progress into a strong wind, it relies on an accurate prediction of winds in the drop
zone to develop an intelligent path to the impact point. The system is designed such that
only minor corrections to the reference trajectory are required during descent to achieve
significantly improved landing accuracy over an uncontrolled system. When the wind
forecast is accurate, the steerable cruciform system offers substantially improved impact
point accuracy compared to unguided ballistic systems [17].
The steerable cruciform concept is built upon preliminary work which investi-
gated the navigational potential of cruciform canopies [18, 20]. In the 2003 study, Potvin
et. al. evaluated canopies attached to human-sized payload from an aircraft at 1000 to
2000 ft (305 to 610 m) AGL with a typical flight lasting 1 to 2 min [18]. Tests were con-
ducted with both static deformation and remotely controlled deformations. Work done
by Fields and Yakimenko dropping a 12 lbf (53 N) payload from 1600 to 2000 ft (488 to
610 m) AGL resulted in similar total flight times [17]. Data from flight tests was used
to create a simulation to study navigation performance with respect to quality of wind
prediction [19]. The short duration of descent during flight tests presented a challenge
in terms of conducting experiments to develop an autonomous heading stabilization con-
troller.
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Two navigation schemes have been evaluated in outdoor flight testing. The first of
these schemes is known as persistent point-toward-target navigation. This type of strategy
makes sense for an autonomous vehicle navigating in a flat planar space free of obstacles.
By always commanding the system heading to point from the current position to the
target, perfect impact point accuracy can be guaranteed as long as the vehicle can turn
in place. SnowflakeX cannot turn in place and is the desired impact point is represented
by a point in three dimensional space rather than a point on a plane. However, the point-
toward-target navigation strategy does not require any prior knowledge about the wind
conditions in the drop zone. In fact, if the wind velocities are sufficiently low and the
system is dropped with a reasonable offset from the impact point, then the system should
arrive at the target zone with improved accuracy over a ballistic system dropped from
the same place. In general, solutions to the precision airdrop problem should make use
of an estimate of the wind conditions in the drop zone since the wind conditions can
easily overpower the navigational authority of the parachute. This is especially true for
SnowflakeX which according to the low GR can only penetrate a prevailing wind of about
8 ft/s [2.5 m/s].
The second navigation scheme is known as waypoint navigation. For this strategy
a trajectory is generated which represents the ballistic trajectory which should be taken
by a similar system to SnowflakeX but which has no guidance capabilities, in order to
arrive at the desired impact point perfectly if the winds in the drop zone have not changed
since the wind information was recorded. At the top of this ballistic trajectory is the
location where the drop should occur which is known as the computed aerial release point
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(CARP). The continuous ballistic trajectory is sampled at uniform altitude intervals in
order to develop the altitude dependent waypoints which will be loaded on the aerial
guidance unit (AGU). During a drop, the system heading is commanded to point toward
the current waypoint based on the current altitude. When the subsequent altitude level is
reached, the system receives a new waypoint which the system heading will subsequently
be commanded to point toward. This procedure is repeated until the final altitude layer is
reached at which point the current waypoint is the same as the desired impact point on the
ground. The waypoint navigation scheme demonstrates improved impact point accuracy
if the wind prediction for the drop zone is reasonably good.
1.3 Contributions
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
• A solution is proposed to the precision airdrop problem which takes advantage
of an inexpensive cruciform canopy design
• A control strategy is proposed and a controller is designed using a vertical
wind tunnel
• The guidance capabilities are demonstrated in flight testing
• Advanced guidance strategies which enhance the impact point accuracy are
vetted using a numerical simulation
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1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis is organized as follows. First a literature review is presented with
overviews of historical work and the state of the art of several important topics. These
topics are parachute testing methodologies, the history of the NASA 20 ft. Vertical Spin
Tunnel, parachute system navigation and control strategies and trajectory planning and
tracking algorithms. Next a detailed accounting of the experiments conducted at the ver-
tical wind tunnel is presented. This section includes information about the test setup
including the wind tunnel itself and the parachute system hardware using. Experimental
methods and results are then provided followed by conclusions specific to the experiment.
Next an accounting of various experiments to investigate the navigational potential of the
SnowflakeX system is presented. In this section, flight test results are presented followed
by simulation results. An explanation of the limitation of the simulation as well as the spe-
cific methodology used is included. The end of this thesis contains overall conclusions
related to this work. These overall conclusions relate the information provided in the
previous section to the precision aerial delivery problem. Additionally, the conclusions
suggest potential future work which builds on the findings of this work.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Parachute Testing Methods
Prior to the current state of the art in computation fluid dynamics which allows
complex aerodynamic interactions to be studied in simulation, other methods were devel-
oped for physical testing of parachute systems without the hassle and expense of flight
testing. The now demolished whirl tower constructed at Naval Air Facility El Centro, in
El Centro, CA was erected to study and evaluate parachute deployment characteristics
[21]. The tower consisted of a central spinning tower crane to which an aerodynamic
gondola was attached. Parachute systems under test were attached to the gondola with a
radio controlled release system. Electric motors drove the spinning motion of the central
crane and the gondola swung out from the crane on a cable tracing a 350 ft [107 m] diam-
eter circle more than 120 ft [37 m] above the ground. Once the system was up to speed,
the radio controlled release system was activated and the parachutes systems and attached
payloads would fly outward from the gondola.
Recomendations from a study published on the instability of the gondola sys-
tem [22] drove improvements which resulted in a maximum simulated deployment speed
of 400 kts[21]. A technical report on the tower claims that equipment in the gondola was
subject to upwards of 80g acceleration when the tower was at full rotational speed[21].
One study used the tower to study effects of storage on the permeability of flat
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circular canopies [23]. In this study, parachutes originally constructed and tested 12 yr
prior were subjected to varying deployment speeds using the whirl tower. The results of
this study were important in boosting the understanding of the effects of long-term storage
and line entanglement on parachute system characteristics [23].
One study used the tower to study effects of storage on the permeability and by ex-
tension the opening characteristics of flat circular canopies [23]. In this study, parachutes
originally constructed and tested 12 yr prior were subjected to varying deployment speeds
using the whirl tower. Intentionally mis-rigged and tangled parachutes were tested to en-
sure that the findings would be applicable under real world conditions [23]. The results
of this study were important in boosting the understanding of the effects of long-term
storage and line entanglement on parachute system characteristics [23].
Another historically common method for testing parachute systems has been to
drop the parachute systems from a crane. This allows the free flight dynamics to be stud-
ied in a much more controlled manner than deploying from an aircraft. A 1967 study [24]
investigated scale factors for the construction of parachute models using experimental data
collected from crane drops. In the study, the parachutes under test were initially held in a
”forced-reefed” condition where the canopy is affixed to a rigid metal hoop [24]. The test-
ing apparatus then allowed the canopy to openly freely once dropped. This study presents
a good example of one of the primary disadvantages of crane testing. The usefulness of a
crane drop experiment is strongly tied to the height of the crane.
A series of crane drop experiments was used by the military during testing for age
of life extension for the T10 main parachute, harness and reserve chute [25, 26]. In these
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experiments, the crane drop was used to study opening characteristics only, meaning that
a small crane could be used. For an age of life extension study, a large quantity of data
must be collected in order to sufficiently prove that the findings are applicable. For this
reason, a crane drop was selected in this case to allow data to be rapidly collected, thereby
speeding up the process of experimental validation [25].
More recently, testing of a decelerator system for a private space capsule was con-
ducted from a 360 ft [110 m] tall gantry crane at an industrial park in Denmark [27]. Even
though this crane is exceptionally tall, the height was sufficient only to study the initial
canopy deployment and reefing [27]. The deployment process and reefing performance
of different slider configurations was studied by dropping the parachute system from a
deployment bag suspended from the crane [28].
Various studies have used model aircraft or other UAV to conduct flight testing at
a significantly reduced cost compared to hiring a manned aircraft [17, 19, 29]. Experi-
mental data collected from alternative methods may still be subject to many of the other
challenges associated with flight testing. Airdrops from whirl towers, cranes and UAV
are still subject to unknown winds. Additionally, these methods may be subject to long
reset time associated with the experimental apparatus as well as possible lost time due to
difficulty in recovering the parachute system itself.
In 2013, a novel method for parachute load testing was presented in [30]. In this
study, a parachute attached to a rocket sled, was dropped from a helicopter prior to firing
the rockets in order to simulate the shock loading which would be experienced during
deployment in a martian atmosphere [30]. This methodology is meant as an alternative
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to dragging parachutes through viscous fluids (water) and firing payloads from cannons
which are more traditional methods of load testing large canopies [30].
Vertical wind tunnel testing itself is not a new testing methodology, but parachute
testing at such sites has been limited. The primary impediment to VST testing is find-
ing a location which is both sufficiently large enough to accommodate the system under
investigation and also willing to allow the facility to be used for research. A group of
researchers was able to use a commercial indoor skydiving facility to study the stability
characteristics of a model of a proposed private space capsule in 2012 [31]. The results
of this study helped inform design changes to the vehicle in order to maintain stability
during exit and re-entry of earth’s atmosphere. This testing methodology is not unlike the
testing which was conducted by NASA on the longitudinal stability of the Mercury Space
Capsule [32].
Various studies have been conducted which use wind tunnel testing [12], compu-
tational fluid dynamics [33] or a combination of the two [11, 20] to study the glide charac-
teristics of parachute systems. While alternative strategies have attempted to capitalize on
the the lack of glide characteristics of flat circular canopies [4, 5], most parachute systems
which have been designed for precision guidance make use of a relatively large glide ratio
in order to achieve the required horizontal offsets and navigational authority [11, 12, 14].
2.2 History of the NASA 20 ft. Vertical Spin Tunnel
Completed in 1941, the 20 ft. Vertical Spin Tunnel (VST) at NASA Langley Re-
search Center in Hampton, VA is the largest vertical research wind tunnel in the western
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hemisphere. Originally designed and built to study the spin and recovery motion of free
flying aircraft models, the VST has been used for various studies over the years. A 1997
report details a preliminary investigation conducted by Lockheed Martin into the feasibil-
ity of a jet fighter aircraft with no vertical stabilizing surfaces [34]. The results from this
preliminary study conducted with minimal investment at the VST was to determine that
eliminating vertical tail surfaces from a fighter aircraft could signfigantly degrade spin
recovery characteristics for certain spin modes [34]. An early technical report indicates
that the VST has been in continuous use since it was finished in 1941 and goes on to give
examples and explain the methods which are generally used to study aircraft spin behav-
ior at the VST [35]. The tunnel itself comprises a 20ft [6.1m] diameter by 25ft [7.6m]
tall test section and is capable of a maximum wind velocity of 85ft/s [26.0m/s].
2.3 Parachute System Control Strategies
Traditionally, parachute systems are steered by asymmetrically deflecting some
part of the canopy. Parafoil systems in particular can be thought of behaving in a manner
similar to a rigid wing when inflated during steady flight. By this analogy, brake deflection
to steer parafoils can be thought of as similar to the way an aircraft is steered using the
rudder. For other types of parachutes, other methods of steering have been proposed.
These methods range in complexity from attempting to give circular canopies gliding and
steering characteristics, to modifying the descent rate during flight to simply timing the
transition from drogue-to-main parachute in order to improve impact point accuracy for
ballistic drops. These techniques are discussed in detail below.
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2.4 Trajectory Planning and Tracking Strategies
2.4.1 General Trajectory Planning
There is much research focused on the development of efficient methods for plan-
ning and tracking reference trajectories for all types of vehicles. Trajectory planning for
unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) has focused on the problem of tracking non-linear ref-
erence trajectories as well as building a trajectory tracking controller which augments a
commercially available autopilot controller [36–38]. Cues from the gain scheduling ap-
proach are applied in order to create a series of easy to analyze linear-time-invariant plants
which are exploited to design an trajectory planner capable of maintaining constant air-
speed while tracking an arbitrary inertial trajectory [36]. Further work into fixed-wing and
rotor-craft UAV concerns augmenting commerical-off-the-shelf flight controllers using
L1 adaptive control then an outer loop controller is added which is capable of non-linear
trajectory tracking while simaltaneously meeting constrains required to avoid collisions
with other (UAV) [37]. Building on this work, path following for multiple UAV is de-
signed which can explicitly handle a wide range of maneuvers speeds and the strategy is
demonstrated to outperform traditional waypoint navigation strategies [38].
Model predictive control (MPC) has seen widespread use in trajectory planning
and tracking algorithms because these techniques can inherently handle constrains [39,
40]. MPC forms a robust technique for trajectory tracking due to the ability of a well de-
signed algorithm to deal with non-linear or non-continuous paths without first linearizing
or approximating a smooth path through similar waypoints [41]. The wide applicability
of MPC has seen use in many types of UAV from aerodynamic vehicles [36–38, 42–46]
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to water-based vehicles [39] to ground vehicles [41].
2.4.2 Parafoil Trajectory Planning and Tracking
The challenges associated with improving the impact point accuracy of an un-
deractuated aerodynamic decelerator vehicle are not new. Designers of guided ram-
air parafoil systems have been investigating trajectory generation and tracking schemes
which improve impact point accuracy [16, 43, 45, 47–50]. An overview of recorded
parafoil trajectories indicates that most system use a multi-stage trajectory [16]. The ter-
minal guidance phase is the most critical to the impact point accuracy of these systems
since the low altitude leave no room for error if the final turn or approach is timed incor-
rectly.
Various trajectory planning and tracking algorithm improvements have been pro-
posed specifically for parafoils. Gauss pseudospectral methods [48], model predictive
controllers [42, 43, 45] have been developed and demonstrated to exhibit improved per-
formance in simulations. Parafoil systems have been augmented with additional degrees-
of-freedom (DOF) in order to affect glide slope during descent [50]. This technique out-
performs traditional methods and the performance improvement increases with a rise in
the uncertainty in the wind prediction in the drop zone [50].
The development of descent rate control (DRC) sought to control the trajectory of
a parachute with authority over the descent rate as the single degree-of-freedom (DOF)
for control [4, 5]. While the problem of navigating parafoil systems is commonly cast in
terms of a single DOF, that degree of freedom is usually the yaw angle defined in the fixed
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earth frame. For DRC, the desired landing area is described by a line rather than a point
which is typically used for other systems. Simulations demonstrate that DRC outperforms
unguided systems only when the wind is known reasonably well. For situations where the
wind conditions in the drop zone are not well known, there is very little advantage to
using descent rate control compared to an unguided drop [4, 5].
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CHAPTER 3
VERTICAL WIND TUNNEL EXPERIMENT
This chapter discusses experiments conducted to develop a stabilizing controller
using a vertical wind tunnel facility. The use of this facility allowed a highly efficient
and data rich experimental program to be conducted without the confounding of external
wind disturbances which are unavoidable in outdoor flight testing. The experiment was
successful and the results demonstrate that a heading stabilizing controller was developed.
Additionally, a dynamic model relating the input desired heading to the measured heading
in the earth frame as well as a dynamic model relating the constrained pitching motion in
the vertical wind tunnel to the expected glide performance in free flight was developed.
This chapter begins with a discussion of the vertical wind tunnel facility itself.
Next the test article itself is presented followed by information about a photogrammetric
experiment in order to characterize relative yaw motion between the payload and canopy.
Next the methodology used for each of three distinct experiments is explained followed
by the results of those experiments. Concluding remarks are provided which explain
the importance of the experimental program presented here in terms of impact on the
larger aerodynamic community. Potential future uses of the experimental program are
also discussed.
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3.1 NASA 20 ft. Vertical Spin Tunnel
Completed in 1941, the 20 ft. Vertical Spin Tunnel (VST) at NASA Langley Re-
search Center in Hampton, VA is the largest research vertical wind tunnel in the western
hemisphere. Originally designed and built to study the spin and recovery motion of free
flying aircraft models [51], the VST has been used for many studies over the years. For
example, a 1997 report details a preliminary investigation conducted by Lockheed Martin
into the feasibility of a jet fighter aircraft with no vertical stabilizing surfaces [34]. The
tunnel itself comprises a 20ft [6.1m] diameter by 25ft [7.6m] tall test section and is ca-
pable of a maximum wind velocity of 85ft/s [26.0m/s]. A photograph of the outside and
a cutaway schematic representing the inside of the VST are shown in Figures 1a and 1b
respectively.
The NASA Vertical Spin Tunnel is a closed-loop annular return type tunnel in
which the air in the test section is continuously recirculated through the return passages
which form a ring around the inner test section and the surrounding personnel area. The
tunnel is powered by a three-blade axial fan in the roof of the tunnel. Since the tunnel
was built to study spin characteristics of aircraft and not necessarily precision aerody-
namic characterization, the potential for the fan to induce a spinning flow is seen as a
feature rather than a detrimental characteristic. Therefore, effects of any potential flow
bias should be accounted for when testing in the VST. The floor of the vertical wind tun-
nel is made up of a metal honeycomb structure which offers some flow straightening and
provides a place for personnel to stand as well as a hard point for anchoring systems in
the test section. A safety net at the bottom of the wind tunnel prevents items in the test
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section from falling onto the honeycomb. The upper safety net shown in Figure 1b was
removed during the steerable cruciform experiments in order to accommodate the large
canopy.
(a) Exterior view of vertical spin tunnel build-
ing.
(b) Cutaway schematic of vertical wind tunnel
Figure 1: NASA 20ft. vertical wind tunnel
3.2 Test Setup
This section describes the specific configuration of the steerable cruciform parachute
system tested along with the test set-up and measurement procedures as established for
experiments in the vertical wind tunnel. A photo of the test article (payload) is shown
in Figure 2. The steerable cruciform system payload contains the aerial guidance unit
(AGU), actuators, batteries, and ballast weight. All of the internal components are in-
stalled inside of a Pelican 1200 case to improve the survivability of outdoor testing.
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Figure 2: Test article (system payload).
3.2.1 Test Article
The AGU for the system consists of a RaspberryPi3 with a Navio2 autopilot hat.
The Navio2 provides sensor information from dual 9 degree-of-freedom (DOF) intertial
measurement units (IMU) to the RaspberryPi. The autopilot software, which is written in
C++, writes all of the raw sensor information to a log file at 100 Hz. The control calcula-
tions are also performed at 100 Hz while the attitude estimate is provided by a Madgwick
Filter [52] algorithm operating at 300 Hz. To facilitate the efficient collection of experi-
mental data, the system can be activated remotely via radio control (RC) transmitter so
that a remote operator can start and stop multiple experimental trials without interacting
with a computer.
For the vertical wind tunnel experiments two actuators were installed in the pay-
load. For any given experiment, only one actuator was being used dynamically to adjust
the length of the dynamic line (δd) while the other actuator was used to hold the static
line at a fixed length called the static length (δs). Having the capability to steer the sys-
tem using an actuator on either side allowed the natural spin tendency of the tunnel to
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be quantified according to the difference between the heading rate dynamics according to
which direction the system was spinning.
Conceptually, when both the static length and the dynamic length are equal to the
nominal length (δn) as shown in Figure 3a, the canopy is uniformly inflated and exhibits
no glide or spin behavior. When the static length and dynamic length are equal but both
are less than the nominal length as shown in Figure 3b, the canopy glides toward the
deflected suspension lines with a glide ratio of 1 : 0.25 to 1 : 0.50 [17, 18]. If the dynamic
line length is shorter than the nominal length but the static line length is equal to the
nominal line length as shown in Figure 3c, then the canopy will spin toward the side
of the shortened dynamic line. A schematic of the cruciform canopy with the critical
dimensions is shown in Figure 4b.
(a) Neutral rigging. (b) Rigging for glide. (c) Rigging for spin.
Figure 3: Steerable cruciform parachute system and rigging configurations.
The compass on the Navio2 was used for determination of the heading angle in the
fixed earth frame. To calibrate, the translational bias representing the 3-dimensional off-
sets (hard-iron) as well as the full rotation and scaling matrix (soft-iron) calibration were
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(a) Cruciform dimensions.
Big Canopy Small Canopy
Quantity in (cm) in (cm)
l1 41 (104) 22 (56)
l2 28 (71) 22 (56)
δn 108 (274) 57 (145)
δd,neut 101.5 (258) 52 (132)
δs,min 92 (234) 49 (125)
δs,max 111 (282) 55 (140)
(b) Cruciform schematic.
Figure 4: Cruciform dimensions and schematic.
determined from an ellipsoid fit on collected data within the VST. Since the VST is com-
posed mostly of steel, the magnetometer calibration was very sensitive to the position of
the payload relative to the tunnel walls. Thus, calibration was performed often and it was
necessary to verify that the measured heading calculated based on the compass calibration
reflected the true physical heading of the parachute system in the tunnel. Verification was
conducted qualitatively through successive 90◦ rotations within the tunnel.
3.2.2 Test Setup
Along with the considerations with regard to the compass, additional changes were
required to the vertical wind tunnel and the test article in order to facilitate the experi-
mental program. To test the steerable cruciform in the NASA Vertical Spin Tunnel the
parachute system was anchored in position inside the wind tunnel test section. Ideally the
parachute system would free float inside the wind tunnel; however, for safety reasons, the
parachute system was anchored in place thereby eliminating any potential for the canopy
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to contact the fan.
The parachute system was equipped with a center anchor point located on the
bottom of the payload enclosure near the center of gravity of the payload. This anchor
was used to affix the parachute system to a system of rigging lines anchored to the bottom
of the wind tunnel test section. A low friction swivel was used to attach the rotating
canopy anchor line to the fixed wind tunnel anchor points. The swivel was included to
allow the parachute system to rotate freely without storing energy as a torsional spring in
the anchor line.
In order to facilitate easy removal and installation of the canopy into the test sec-
tion between experiments, a light weight line was attached at the canopy apex. To speed
up the experimental process the parachute system was simply allowed to land on the lower
safety net between trials whenever possible. The parachute system was removed from the
test section to change batteries by increasing the tunnel speed to float the system up, then
guiding the parachute and payload through the test section opening using the upper guide
line. Figure 5a shows the canopy as installed in the test section. The apex line is visible
behind the canopy near the top of the image and the swivel anchoring is visible under the
canopy safety net at the bottom of the image.
Since the steerable cruciform has a glide ratio on the order of 1 : 0.25 to 1 : 0.50,
it was predicted that the parachute system would lean in the direction of glide during
testing. Initial testing at the wind tunnel confirmed that that the canopy did maintain a
pitch angle (typically 15◦ to 35◦). However, due to the limited height of the system as
well as the tendency for large pitch angle to be naturally righted by the tunnel airflow, the
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(a) Steerable cruciform system in-
stalled in the vertical spin tunnel.
(b) Schematic of the test setup.
Figure 5: Experimental setup.
system was never at risk of contacting the walls of the test section.
3.2.3 Using Photogrammetry to Characterize Payload-Canopy Dynamics
To enable study of the relative motion between the payload and the canopy (rel-
ative) yawing, a camera (GoPro Hero3) looking up at the canopy was installed in the
payload (the mount for this camera can be seen in Figure 2). The canopy featured two
circular markers, one in the center of the canopy and another one at the base of the flap.
An image processing routine was developed based on finding the center of the
cross canopy denoted by a red marker installed in the canopy. The radius of the marker as
seen on the camera installed in the payload is only 5 px on average (5 px is too small to
be reliably detected by automatic identification; however, the developed algorithm is able
to find the red marker in 91% of frames). Figure 6a shows an example of a successful
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identification.
After finding the red center marker, each frame of the video is cropped relative
to the center of the canopy (plus/minus 150 px. At this point, the movement of a second
(green) marker is detected. The movement of the second marker relative to the first marker
defines the relative canopy-payload dynamics.
(a) Finding Canopy Center in Original Frame (red
marker)
(b) Finding the Second (green) Marker
3.3 Aerodynamic Characterization
An interesting feature of the anchored test setup is the ability to approximately
estimate the canopy glide ratio. However, the heading must be effectively stabilized in
order to quantify the glide (this is true for both indoor and outdoor testing). The following
section describes the efforts to develop a controller which can stabilize the yaw angle for
the steerable cruciform system. Following development of the stabilizing controller, the
closed-loop yaw model and glide ratio estimation methodology are described.
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3.3.1 Heading Stabilization
The principal goal of the VST testing was to develop an effective proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) controller to stabilize the canopy heading angle (Ψ). Physics
suggests that the actuator command is indirectly related to the canopy heading rate (Ψ˙).
Specifically, the smaller the dynamic length (δd), the faster the heading rate. However,
the heading angle is the quantity of interest for the higher level navigation algorithm.
In this study, the desired yaw angle is the reference input to the PID controller. A PID
controller was chosen because of the simplicity in implementing this type of controller on
the steerable cruciform hardware as well as the relatively slow physics of the vehicle.
λ = Kpe+Ki
∫
e, dt+Kde˙ (3.1)
e = Ψdes −Ψmeas (3.2)
The performance of the controller was quantified with four metrics calculated
from the output response to a step input with a magnitude of 90◦. Step inputs were con-
ducted for both positive and negative 90◦ maneuvers. Recall that only a single actuator
is dynamically actuated during a given experiment. Use of both positive and negative
direction step responses enables estimation of the wind tunnel spin bias. A typical step
response with important locations annotated is shown in Figure 7.
The first metric, rise time (TR), was calculated as the duration after the initial
application of the step input at which the output response first crossed the desired magni-
tude. Rise time is typically calculated as the time required to go from 10 to 90 % of the
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Figure 7: Typical step response, showing OS, ess, TR, and TS
final value. The persistent oscillations in the measured heading made this value difficult
to identify for most of the experimental data. Thus, the modified rise time described here
was used.
The second metric, settling time (TS) was calculated as the duration after the ini-
tial application of the control signal at which a filtered estimate of the response variable
achieved 90 % of the desired magnitude. Settling time is frequently calculated at 98 % of
the desired magnitude; however, for the majority of trials this value was difficult to deter-
mine due to steady state oscillations in the response variable. Thus the requirement was
relaxed to 90 % in order to allow more of the experimental data to be used in tabulating
the controller performance.
The third metric, percent overshoot (OS), was calculated by comparing the mag-
nitude of the extreme value of the response variable to the desired magnitude. Overshoot
is expressed as a percentage even though the response variable and desired magnitude
are both in degrees because it represents a ratio of these two quantities. The final met-
ric, steady state error (ess) was computed by comparing the magnitude of the response
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variable after settling to the desired magnitude. Steady state error is also expressed as a
percentage.
3.3.2 Closed Loop Yaw Model Development and Characterization
Two systems were tested in the vertical wind tunnel. The larger of these systems
makes use of the same payload, parachute, and rigging which was used for prior stud-
ies [17, 19]. Through this prior work it has been established that there is a persistent rel-
ative yaw oscillation between the payload and the canopy which occurs at approximately
1.0 Hz. This relative motion is apparent in experiments where the system is observed to
have a visually stable heading yet the measured heading shows a persistent and steady
oscillation on the order of 10◦ to 30◦. Prior work to determine the functional form and
coefficients for a model describing the open loop system behavior was confounded by
these oscillations driven by relative motion.
Utilizing a canopy yaw model for controlled parachute simulations requires a
model which relates an easily measured input variable to an easily measured output vari-
able. Rather than estimate the bare airframe yaw dynamics, a closed loop model was
identified which adequately reflects both the yaw dynamics and how the controller re-
sponds during descent. This closed-loop form captures the dynamics of the vehicle, the
dynamics of the actuator, and the dynamics of the controller. The closed-loop model was
easier to identify and of simpler form compared to models created for the open loop con-
figuration. The steady state oscillations in the response variable (measured heading) are
an impediment to developing a model which accurately captures the system dynamics.
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These oscillations occur at a much higher frequency than the rest of the system dynamics
and thus drive higher and higher model order in order to capture both the slow system
dynamics and the high frequency oscillations. Thus it was necessary to filter both the
input and output data prior to estimating model parameters.
The frequency of the relative motion is known to be approximately 1 Hz, so this
frequency was selected as a starting point for determining the appropriate cutoff fre-
quency. Time domain analysis using different filter cutoff frequencies was conducted
in order to determine exactly which behaviors in the time domain are associated with
the slow, high power frequencies. A plot of measured yaw for a step input is included
showing the results from three different cutoff frequencies in Figure 8.
Figure 8: Measured yaw for different cutoff frequencies
From Figure 8 it can be seen that for a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz the yaw angle
(Ψ) is smoothed but the dynamics which drive the large and slow change in response to the
step input are still retained. The most obvious effect of such a slow cutoff frequency is to
increase the rise time for the filtered response when compared to the measured response.
For the purposes of this model, accurate rise time is less important than the low-frequency
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motion.
Prior to performing closed-loop system identification analysis on the step response
data, input and output variables for each experiment were filtered using a 4th order, low-
pass Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz. The system identification anal-
ysis was conducted using the MATLAB R© System Identification Toolbox. Data was im-
ported into the System Identification Toolbox grouped by experiments. There were be-
tween 2 to 8 trials for each experiment. Approximately 140 total trials were analyzed from
the collected data. For this analysis, a trial is composed of data beginning just before and
lasting for approximately 10 s after the step input command was issued.
3.3.3 Glide Ratio Model Development and Characterization
Many airdrop systems rely on a non-zero glide ratio in order to achieve precision
navigation and delivery. Controlling the heading of a system like the steerable cruciform
only partially fulfills the requirements for developing a system capable of precision air-
drop. In the case of the steerable cruciform, prior work [18] has characterized the glide
performance of cruciform canopies according to different rigging configurations. For
previously untested parachute systems there is often minimal prior information available
on glide characteristics. The vertical wind tunnel testing provides a unique opportunity to
quantify the approximate glide ratio capabilities of a canopy system through measurement
of the pitch/roll angle of the system.
The dynamic equations which govern the behavior of the system must be modified
from the free-flight condition to accommodate the anchoring constraints on the system.
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The equations describing the constrained motion can then be manipulated using inverse
kinematics to find an expression for glide ratio in terms of the ratio of the axial force
(FA) and side force (FS) defined in the canopy body frame for a given tunnel speed. This
relationship is shown in eq. (3.3).
GR =
FA
FS
(3.3)
The schematic describing the simplified constrained system is shown in Figure 9.
The instantaneous pitch angle is defined as the relative rotation about the body y-axis
relative to the body-fixed yaw frame. The two dimensional simplification in the schematic
is sufficient to characterize the motion because roll angle is not considered for this model.
During testing the canopy leans toward the test section wall according to the asym-
metrical rigging for glide. The joint at A is modeled as a revolute joint (simplified from a
spherical joint in three-dimensions). The link between A and P, which was actually a cord,
is considered to be a rigid link and the connection between the payload and rigid link AP
is considered to be rigid connection. These simplification are made out of necessity as
no additional data is available which gives the relative angle between the taut suspension
cord and the payload. Higher accuracy in the glide ratio estimation could be obtained by
measuring the angle of this link; however, in the absence of this extra information, the
modeling assumptions explained above allow a reasonable approximation of glide ratio
to be found.
A symbolic dynamics software package (Motiongenesis) was used to generate the
equations of motion for the constrained system for the axial and side force and are given
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Figure 9: Schematic for dynamic model of constrained parachute system
in Eqs. (3.4) and (3.5).
FA =
−0.0833mp
[
(12) sin(q1)(g − Lau21 − u˙2)− (b2 + h2 + 12L2a) cos(q1)u˙1
]
La + Ls
(3.4)
FS =
0.0833mp
[
(12) cos(q1)(g − Lau21 − u˙2)− (b2 + h2 + 12L2a) sin(q1)u˙1
]
La + Ls
(3.5)
The symbolic equations of motion produced are algebraically solved for the axial
force and side force (FA and FS respectively). These equations are coded in MATLAB R©.
The MATLAB R© script accepts the time history of the pitch angle relative to the earth
frame (and its derivatives) and outputs instantaneous GR versus time. The pitch angle
relative to the earth frame was recorded for all experiments at 100 Hz. The pitch rate
and pitch acceleration were found by taking first and second numerical derivatives of the
pitch angle. The resulting estimates for pitch rate and pitch acceleration were corrupted
by large magnitude high frequency noise, thus a 12th order Butterworth, low-pass filter
with a cutoff frequency of 1.0 Hz was applied to all sensor and actuator values.
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3.4 Results and Discussion
This section discusses the results of VST testing of cruciform parachute systems.
First, some qualitative results are presented, followed by results for the stabilization con-
troller. Then the results for the closed-loop yaw model are presented and the section ends
with a discussion of the GR estimation results.
3.4.1 Effect of Suspension Line Deflection on Heading Rate
Since the parachute system was modified slightly to accommodate the require-
ments of the vertical wind tunnel, it was necessary to investigate the effects these modi-
fications might have on the system behavior. Knowledge of the type and quantity of the
effects of these modifications is required in order to evaluate the validity of the results
obtained during wind tunnel testing.
To prevent the canopy from colliding with the sides of the tunnel, the canopy
was secured in the center of the tunnel. Excessive glide could induce a change in pitch
angle (forward lean) which could lead to the canopy contacting the walls. Prior work by
Potvin demonstrated that the glide tendency could be modified by altering the length of
the control lines [18]. However, no data had previously been collected which investigated
what effect increasing or decreasing glide trim had on the heading rate dynamics of the
system. To study the effect of suspension line length on the heading dynamics, the length
of the dynamic line was commanded to sweep slowly from the minimum length (shorter
than the static line length) to the maximum (longer than the static line length). The static
line deflection was changed to a different fixed value prior to each experiment. Data from
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these experiments was used to characterize the general shape of the system response curve
in terms of varying static line deflection as well as to study the maximum possible heading
change rate for a given set of conditions.
Results showing the relationship between heading rate and static line length are
presented in Figure 10. Each line represents a different experiment with a unique value
for the static suspension line length. In general, it was found that the heading rate is not
strongly related to the static line length. In fact, the heading rate has a nearly linear rela-
tionship with normalized deflection of the dynamic line up until the point of saturation or
canopy collapse. By extension, if the heading rate is not significantly affected by chang-
ing the suspension line deflection, then the heading rate characteristics are not dependent
on the glide ratio. Knowledge that heading rate characteristics were mostly unaffected
by the length of the static line allowed further experiments to go forward with the assur-
ance that trimming the system for minimum glide to decrease the likelihood of the canopy
contacting the tunnel walls would not lead to results which varied significantly from the
dynamics expected when the canopy is rigged for maximum glide.
Figure 10: Heading rate vs. amount of dynamic line deflection
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3.4.2 Relative Canopy Motion
Figure Figure 11a shows an example of one video file processed. This file has
17033 frames in it, recorded with a 239.7622 frame rate, i.e. represents 71-second test
sequence. Figure 11b provides the very first 10 seconds of this sequence. The upper
portion of Figures 11a and 11b show time history of the computed distance between two
markers (in pixels). This distance was used to eliminate computed data outliers. Lower
portions of Figures 11a and 11b represent time histories of the canopy yaw angle with
respect to the payload box.
(a) Time history of computed distance between
markers (full trial, over 60s)
(b) Time history of computed distance between
markers (10s)
In this test, the parachute system was stabilized first to eliminate a constant ro-
tation (by the payload box). In this stabilized condition, the canopy oscillates around a
nominal (zero value) with a magnitude of about 5◦ at about 1.5 Hz (Figure 12). When the
control commands are applied (the parachute system is put in a spin), the canopy oscil-
lation magnitude increases to about 15◦. This result correlates well with the previously
estimated relative motion results indicated approximately 1.0 Hz oscillations.
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Figure 12: Relative yaw angle power spectrum
3.4.3 Heading Stabilization Controller
To reiterate, the primary goal of the experiments conducted at the vertical wind
tunnel was to develop a heading stabilization controller. To that end, a controller was
developed which sufficiently stabilized the system heading in the wind tunnel under a
variety of conditions. Different tunnel speeds, different payload weights and two differ-
ent canopies with different geometry were used during the week long testing event. The
controller developed at the vertical wind tunnel was also tested under outdoor flight test
conditions for verification. During the outdoor flight testing, the system was observed
to be overexcited and the controller gains were reduced. The corresponding gains were
reduced by approximately 50%. The resulting performance was more favorable and anal-
ysis of the flight data showed similar step input response to the vertical wind tunnel data.
Though the controller needed to be scaled, the proportionality between the gains did not
need to be changed. This supports the conclusion that the controller developed using
vertical wind tunnel methodology is applicable under flight conditions in the context of
reducing outdoor testing efforts needed to create suitable steering control systems.
The heading stabilization controller was characterized by analyzing the 190 indi-
vidual experimental data sets. The average results grouped according to which canopy
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was used are shown in Table 1. The small canopy was prioritized over the large canopy
due to the lack of control improvement for the large canopy observed in the vertical wind
tunnel. Therefore, there is no outdoor flight test data available for the large canopy. How-
ever, results from experiments conducted with the small canopy during outdoor flight test-
ing is shown. As a reminder the control gains were reduced by 50% to reduce the overex-
cited control in outdoor testing (with identical scaling to the VST-determined gains).
Table 1: Performance of stabilization controller
Big canopy Small canopy
Spin Tunnel Spin Tunnel Flight Test
Parameter Value Value Value Difference
OS 52 % 71 % 34 % 52 %
ess 3.1 % 2.1 % 2.4 % 17 %
TR 1.2 s 1.2 s 2.4 s 100 %
TS 5.6 s 6.5 s 5.8 s 11 %
It is expected that the percent overshoot will be smaller and TR will be larger for
flight testing since the gains were reduced to alleviate over excitation and consequently
the transient response is expected to be slowed. The relatively small values for steady state
error support the conclusion that the steerable cruciform system is capable of precision
navigation. Additionally, the close match between the flight test results and the spin tun-
nel results further support the conclusion that the spin tunnel experimental methodology
closely mimics the dynamics of outdoor flight testing.
Even though the gains needed to be scaled, the proportion between the three gains
remained the same. Previously, the number experiments needed to successfully tune the
controller gains was an obstacle to the development of a suitable controller. Even if the
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a controller developed at the VST is not perfectly suited for flight testing, the ability to
tune the system simply by scaling the magnitude of the three gains while keeping the
proportion the same reduces the complexity and time associated with tuning the system
for free-flight conditions.
3.4.4 Closed Loop Yaw Model
Data used to identify the closed loop yaw model was first filtered according to a
4th order, low-pass, Butterworth filter with a cutoff frequency of 0.5 Hz. Filtering at such
a slow frequency is acceptable because the higher frequency information is not critical
to characterize the motion of interest. It is important to understand that even if the high
frequency oscillations collected by the instrumentation located in the payload represented
physical motion and not just noise, that the effect on the motion of the canopy with its
large effective inertia would be very small. The oscillations measured at the payload are
not necessarily reflective of the overall motion of the canopy and therefore not critical to
a simulation intended to capture the long-term dynamics needed for a navigation simu-
lation. The relative motion may potentially affect the simulation but without additional
information on the heading of the canopy itself, there is not way to quantify this effect
and so it is ignored for now.
The second order transfer function model structure was selected because it pro-
vided the closest match to the experimental data without over fitting. Consequently, the
second order transfer function model matches nicely with a basic intuitive understand-
ing of the system physics. For a stable closed-loop system, it is expected that the input
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and output are separated by a time delay and some ripple in the magnitude. The general
equation for the second order transfer function is given in Eq. (3.6).
H(s) =
As+B
s2 + Cs+D
(3.6)
Several other model structures, including higher order transfer functions and poly-
nomial models were investigated. Over fitting was quantified by using the model created
from one data set to predict the output response from a verification data set and then
comparing the predicted and measured outputs. The best model structure was selected
by comparing the training and test error for various scenarios. The simple second or-
der transfer function structure represents the highest order model which was not prone to
over-fitting the data. Average coefficients were estimated for one set of PID gains which
stabilized both the large and small canopy. The average coefficients for both canopies
combined are presented in Table 2.
Table 2: Overall average coefficients for 2nd order transfer function model
Coefficient Value
A 0.72
B 2.1
C 1.3
D 2.1
The output response for a step input with magnitude equal to 90◦ for a transfer
function created with the previously identified coefficients is shown in Figure 13. Also
plotted are the raw and filtered measured headings from a typical step input trial.
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Figure 13: Step input response for 2nd order transfer function model
The resulting transfer function model was subjected to a step input so that the out-
put response from the identified transfer function could be compared to the four metrics
used to characterize the controller on the physical system (TR, TS , OS, and ess). The
characteristics of the transfer function model found from the output response for more
than 100 trials are listed in Table 3.
Table 3: Output response to step input for 2nd order transfer function model
Parameter Value
OS 26 %
ess 4.7 %
TR 0.90 s
TS 1.3 s
From the step response characteristics shown in Table 3 as well as from looking
at the curves shown in Figure 13 it can be seen that percent overshoot of 26 % for the
identified transfer function is smaller than the percent overshoot measured during spin
tunnel experiments and smaller than the percent overshoot measured during flight tests.
The value for ess of less than 5 % from the transfer function is of approximately the same
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magnitude as the small ess seen for all the experiments on the physical system. The
values for TR and TS according to the transfer function model are smaller (faster transient
response) than the values measured during the wind tunnel and flight test experiments.
Values for TS and ess should be smaller since the transfer function model is based on a
filtered version of the measured heading. Importantly, the step response for the transfer
function model closely matches the initial transient response of the unfiltered measured
heading.
3.4.5 Glide Ratio Model
In addition to developing a heading controller and identifying the closed-loop dy-
namics, the vertical spin tunnel data was extended to approximate the GR as a function of
pitch angle. Determination of glide ratio is very important in terms of precision guidance
capabilities, thus any method which enables glide ratio estimation from experiments con-
ducted in the controlled VST environment in an efficient manner provides a cost efficient
yet data rich test program.
Instantaneous, simulated glide ratio data was filtered according to a 12th order
Butterworth, low-pass filter with a cutoff frequency of 1.0 Hz. In this case, the low cutoff
frequency is justified in the sense that the purpose of the glide ratio model is to capture
the long-period gliding motion of the canopy and not the fast fluctuations associated with
disturbances such as those due to the wind. Even if high frequency variations in the time
signal are due to the actual motion of the system, removing this motion from the signal by
filtering will have a small effect on the overall glide ratio estimate. A plot of glide ratio
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versus time for a typical experimental trial is shown in Figure 14.
Figure 14: Typical instantaneous glide ratio for VST data
Glide ratio for the steerable cruciform has been experimentally determined pre-
viously to be 1 : 0.25 to 1 : 0.50 [17]. This is consistent with glide ratio estimates for
similar canopies evaluated by Potvin et. al. [18]. As discussed by Fields and Yakimenko,
the glide ratio estimate from outdoor flight testing is conservative because it does not
account for inefficiencies associated with imperfect heading control including along an
oscillatory path [17].
Data from 90 experimental trials from the vertical wind tunnel was collected and
average glide ratio was computed. The resulting overall glide ratio for the spin tunnel
experiments was found to be 0.3065. The glide ratio from the fixed heading outdoor flight
tests was found to be 1 : 0.2850. Thus, the simulation results in an estimate of glide ratio
which is close to the GR seen during flight testing. In fact, the simulated GR is about 7 %
larger than the measured glide ratio from outdoor flight testing.
The ultimate goal of this work is to lay the groundwork for a methodology which
can be used to vet new untested parachute systems in a highly cost effective manner. If
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spin (heading) and translational (glide) characteristics can be studied during a constrained
experiment inside of a vertical wind tunnel then all the experimental testing needed to
characterize, control and simulate a previously unknown system can be conducted in a
highly efficient manner. The steerable cruciform is sufficiently small such that a full-scale
model was able to be tested in the wind tunnel. The methodology presented here is appli-
cable to small parachute systems with light payloads as well as scale models representing
larger systems.
3.5 Vertical Wind Tunnel Experiment Conclusions
The steerable cruciform parachute system bridges the gap between parafoil sys-
tems and low-accuracy unguided airdrop systems. The simple concept relies on only a
single actuator in order to accomplish precision navigation using a low-cost canopy. Pre-
cision navigation is possible because the heading of the canopy can be controlled via
asymmetrical deflection of control lines while glide can be induced via symmetrical de-
flection.
In order to demonstrate the precision navigational abilities of the system, a head-
ing stabilizing controller was needed. Attempts to design this controller during outdoor
flight testing proved unfruitful due to a number of factors including limited time of de-
scent. Vertical spin tunnel testing was selected as an experimental method which would
allow a controller to be developed in a more controlled environment compared with out-
door flight tests.
Experiments were conducted in the NASA 20 ft. Vertical Spin Tunnel with the
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parachute system tethered in place. A heading stabilizing controller was developed first as
the primary motivation behind the experiment and also the most fundamental requirement
for precision navigation. Once the heading could be stabilized by the control system, other
experiments were conducted to enhance the usefulness of the experimental program.
A model describing the closed-loop system relating the system heading to the
commanded heading was identified from VST data. This model is useful for simulating
the performance of the system in response to different navigation algorithms. A technique
was developed for determining glide ratio based on a simplified dynamic model of the
system as installed in the wind tunnel. Despite the simplifying assumptions, the estimated
glide ratio corresponds with outdoor glide ratio estimates.
Building on prior work, the relative yaw motion between the payload which con-
tains the attitude sensors and the canopy was studied using photogrammetry. This analy-
sis supports prior conclusions about the relative yaw motion between the payload and the
canopy. Specifically, there is a persistent oscillation at approximately 1.0 to 1.5 Hz with a
magnitude of approximately 5 to 15◦.
The experiments conducted at the VST have dual benefits. Firstly, a control sys-
tem for the steerable cruciform parachute system was able to be developed quickly. The
resulting control system was adapted for flight testing with minimal effort. Additionally,
closed-loop dynamics and glide ratio were able to be estimated based on experimental
data. Secondly, the VST methodology itself was proven to a be a viable method for rapid
testing and development of new parachute control techniques. This methodology could
be used to conduct preliminary screening experiments on new canopy shapes or rigging
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configurations without substantial outlay of resources.
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CHAPTER 4
INVESTIGATION OF NAVIGATION STRATEGIES
This chapter details an investigation into strategies which allow the SnowflakeX
system to navigate autonomously in the earth frame. Through both simulation and out-
door flight testing, various strategies are investigated and characterized according to how
closely the landing point corresponds to the desired impact point. Four different flight
tests are described and the results are presented. A simulation is developed which is
verified against data collected from outdoor flight tests. Following verification, the simu-
lation is used to generate many simulated drops which are used to characterize the system
performance under varying levels of wind uncertainty. Conclusions based on the find-
ings are then presented along with potential future directions for the SnowflakeX system
development.
4.1 Methodology
4.1.1 Explanation of Reference Frames and Common Terms
Miss distance as well as miss direction will be used throughout this work to de-
scribe the difference between the desired impact point on the ground and the landing loca-
tion for both simulated and measured cases. The miss distance will be reported in feet (ft)
and the miss direction will be given in degrees (◦). Figure 15 demonstrates graphically
how the miss distance and miss direction are calculated for an example drop.
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Figure 15: Graphical illustration of miss distance and miss direction for a sample drop
The coordinate system used is the north-east-down coordinate system. In the earth
fixed frame, the positive north axis always points in the direction of true north, the positive
east axis always points in the east direction and the positive down axis points down toward
the center of the earth. In the payload fixed frame the positive north axis always points
forward in the direction of glide, the east axis always points out the right side of the
payload and the down axis points downward along a vector which goes from the center
of the canopy through the center of the payload. For the simulation, the dynamics are
reduced such that pitch and roll motion are ignored and thus the payload fixed frame
is related to the earth fixed frame by a planar transformation based on the yaw angle.
Both coordinate frames as well as the relationship between the yaw angle (Ψ) and the
orientation of the payload fixed frame in the earth fixed frame is shown in Figure 16.
Circular error probable (CEP) is used throughout this work to characterize the
central tendency of miss distance. CEP is defined in this context in the following way.
First, each measured landing location is compared to the desired impact point for that
particular drop. The miss distance and direction are recorded. The CEP is found as the
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Figure 16: Illustration of coordinate frames and relationship with payload yaw (Ψ)
median value of all the recorded values for miss distance. This convention generates a
CEP that is primarily a measure of precision in the landing location data.
During the simulated experiments, it is necessary to speak in terms of two distinct
wind measurements. These wind measurements are defined here for clarity. The wind
measurement used to generate the ballistic trajectory will be referred to as the waypoint
winds or the original wind measurement. In contrast, the wind measurement which is to
be used to simulate the real winds in the dropzone will be known as the dropzone winds
or the simulation wind measurement.
Additionally, when talking about the distinct wind measurements, quantities will
be introduced to characterize the two wind measurements and the difference between
them. The prevailing wind direction and distance are given by the distance and heading
from the first waypoint in the ballistic trajectory to the last waypoint in the ballistic trajec-
tory. The difference between the distances for two wind measurements and the difference
in the direction between the two wind measurements will also be used as quantities of
interest. This process is shown graphically in Figure 17
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Figure 17: Illustration of wind characterization for waypoint and drop zone wind mea-
surements
During the verification of the simulation, instead of miss distance and miss direc-
tion, the residual in the miss distance and miss direction is used. The residuals are found
by subtracting the simulated miss distance and miss direction from the measured miss
distance and miss direction respectively. In the case of residuals, CEP will not be used in
order to avoid confusion. Instead average residual miss distance will be reported.
4.1.2 Flight Test Procedures
This paper presents results from four separate outdoor flight test events conducted
over three locations over the last 12 months. Two of these events involved drops from
manned aircraft and the other two events were conducted using UAV flown by UMKC
researchers. The following procedure applies specifically to the UAV test events. How-
ever, while the logistics of dropping from manned aircraft are very different, the general
shape of the procedures is similar. For example, wind information is obtained the same
way for drops conducted from UAV as well as manned aircraft. Additionally, in order to
smooth the transition from unmanned to manned drop aircraft, the UAV drop procedures
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have been designed to mimic the manned aircraft drop procedures as closely as possible.
For unmanned flight testing a large UAV is outfitted with a radio-controlled (RC)
drop system. The UAV is a 1400 mm class and has payload capacity of approximately
40 lbf. The UAV is limited to a maximum altitude of approximately 5000 ft above ground
level (AGL) by the limited range of the ground telemetry system. Drop testing was con-
ducted at Camp Roberts, CA in restricted airspace.
For each sortie, the UAV payload comprises one SnowflakeX aerial guidance unit
(AGU) with parachute in addition to a simple dropsonde AGU with a separate parachute.
The dropsonde parachute is a simple flat circular parachute reefed to match the SnowflakeX
descent rate as closely as possible. The dropsonde AGU contains a GPS logging device
which records GPS position in 3-dimensions (rEx , r
E
y , r
E
z ) at 1 Hz.
After flying the UAV up to the drop altitude, the UAV is piloted to the CARP and
commanded to hold the current GPS position. Most of the drops conducted made use of
persistent point toward target navigation with a pilot determined approximate CARP. For
these drops, the pilot uses knowledge of prior winds as well as an estimate of the winds
during ascent to determine the best drop location.
Once the UAV is in the correct position, the wind parachute is released from he
UAV by RC transmitter. All drops are conducted with the UAV in a fixed position relative
to the earth frame, the velocity of the UAV in the inertial reference is 0 in all three dimen-
sions (vEx = v
E
y = v
E
z = 0). Following a short pause to allow separation between the two
payloads, the SnowflakeX parachute and payload system is released via RC transmitter.
The guided SnowflakeX parachute and payload steers toward the target and the
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dropsonde falls according to the wind. Once the dropsonde is recovered, the GPS ground
track is downloaded and a smooth continuous ground track is created using a cubic spline
interpolation. The dropsonde instrumentation only updates the GPS information at 1 Hz
and the interpolated track allows the data to be used in application requiring more granu-
larity. The smooth GPS track includes a continuous altitude vector which can be used to
scale the effect of the wind to match a system with a different descent rate. In this case, the
average descent rate of the SnowflakeX system is 22 ft/s whereas the dropsonde descent
rate, though matched to the SnowflakeX system by reefing, varies somewhat from drop-
to-drop. A ratio of the measured GPS descent rate and the average measured SnowflakeX
descent rate is used to stretch the GPS ground track to account for a slower descend-
ing parachute and payload system or shrink the GPS ground track to account for a faster
descending parachute and payload system.
To develop the reference waypoint trajectory, the interpolated ground track is sam-
pled starting from the ground up at uniform altitude intervals. The altitude dependent
waypoint track is shifted so that the end waypoint is coincident with the desired impact
point on the ground. If the SnowflakeX system is using the waypoint navigation technique
then the resulting waypoints are uploaded to the AGU. In any case, the topmost waypoint
is taken as the CARP and used as a reference to help the pilot position the UAV. The in-
terpolated GPS ground track is recorded along with the date and time and the maximum
altitude for the drop.
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4.1.3 Modeling Simplifications
A numerical simulation was developed in order to allow navigation strategies to
be studied in a control environment prior to flight testing. The simulation makes use of
reduced payload-parachute system dynamics in order to propagate a trajectory in three
dimensional space based on the wind conditions in the simulated drop zone. For the
simulation, the parachute system is treated as a particle located at the center of mass
of the payload. The effective inertia of the canopy is ignored and the velocity in the
payload frame is constrained to occur in the forward direction only (no side-slip). The
dynamics are further reduced by assuming the payload velocity in the downward direction
is constant (22 ft/s). The rolling and pitching motion of the payload system are ignored
and thus the velocities in the body fixed frame are related to the velocities in the earth
fixed frame by a rotation matrix based on the yaw (which is defined in the fixed earth
frame). The reduced state equations describing the velocities in the payload frame are
given in Eq. (4.1).
vP =

vPn = GRv
P
d
vPe = 0
vPd = 22 ft/s
(4.1)
The simulation in the payload frame is then reduced to simple kinematic relation-
ship for the case of constant velocities. The equations describing the three-dimensional
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motion in the payload fixed frame are given in Eq. (4.2).
vP =

rPn = r
P
n0 + v
p
ndt
rPe = r
P
e0 = 0
rPd = r
P
d0 + v
P
d dt
(4.2)
Since the simulation is numerical, the equations of motion must be transformed to
the discrete form. For the discrete form, the index k refers to the current iteration while
k + 1 and k − 1 refer to the next step and the previous step respectively. Using this
convention, the equations in Eq. (4.2) and transformed into the form shown in Eq. (4.3).
vP =

rPn (k) = r
P
n (k − 1) + vpndt
rPe (k) = r
P
e (k − 1) = 0
rPd (k) = r
P
d (k − 1) + vPd dt
(4.3)
The recorded wind effects are defined in terms of the inertial earth fixed frame.
Additionally, the navigation tasks are defined in the inertial fixed frame. Thus, it is nec-
essary to transform the payload position into the inertial earth fixed frame by the rotation
matrix given in Eq. (4.4). The common shorthand is used whereby cΨ refers to cos(Ψ)
and sΨ refers to sin(Ψ).
ERP =

cΨ sΨ 0
−sΨ cΨ 0
0 0 1
 (4.4)
The numerical simulation was developed using nine working navigation drops
from prior flight testing as a training dataset. Most of the simulation is based on simplified
kinematic relationship with velocities in the payload frame set to zero. The dynamics
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relating the input desired heading (Ψd) to the measured heading of the payload (Ψ) was
identified based on data collected in a vertical wind tunnel experiment. The relationship
was formulated in transfer function form and is given in Eq. (4.5).
Ψd
Ψ
=
0.72s+ 2.08
s2 + 1.27s+ 2.09
(4.5)
To use this continuous transfer function in a numerical simulation, the discretized
transfer function must be used. The discretized transfer function is given in Eq. (4.6).
Ψd
Ψ
=
0.0073z + 0.0071
z2 + 1.99z + 0.99
(4.6)
It is convenient to put the transfer function in digital signal processing form. The
resulting expression is given in Eq. (4.7).
Ψ(1− 1.9z−1 + .99z−2) = Ψd(0.0073− .0071z−1) (4.7)
Putting the equation in eq. (4.7) into the previously used discrete form using index
k and solving for the desired quantity measured yaw (Ψ) yields eq. (4.8).
Ψ(k) = 0.0073Ψd(k − 1)− 0.0071Ψd(k − 2) + 1.9Ψ(k − 1)− .99Ψ(k − 2) (4.8)
The simulation is performed in a number of steps. The ordering of these steps is
designed to mimic the order of sensor sampling and computation which occur on the AGU
in real-time during outdoor flight testing. The steps and their order is given in Table 4.
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Table 4: Simulation steps
Step Description Physical Analog
1 Find the current value of de-
sired yaw (Ψd(k))
Desired yaw is calculated at
the beginning of the control
loop using the current gps po-
sition and waypoints
2 Find the current value of yaw
(Ψ(k)) using the transfer func-
tion
The measured yaw at the cur-
rent time step is available
prior to each iteration of the
control loop
3 Update the payload position in
the fixed earth frame (rE) ac-
cording to the forward veloc-
ity at the current time step
The canopy is always translat-
ing in the direction of the mea-
sured heading
4 Update the payload position in
the fixed earth frame (rE) ac-
cording to the direction and
velocity of the wind at the cur-
rent time step
The effect of the wind is un-
known to the system in real
time, thus the wind should be
added last prior to updating
the measured variables for the
next simulation step
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Important simulation constants are given in Table 5. During the development
and evaluation of the simulation, it was necessary to introduce the tuning parameter GR
Reduction to account for the glide which is lost during outdoor flight tests due to the high
frequency oscillations in heading. These oscillations are not present in the simulation
because the heading transfer function was identified using filtered data.
To determine the appropriate value for GR Reduction a screening experiment was
conducted where the distance and direction between the measured payload landing loca-
tion and the simulated landing location were compared for each available drop. The GR
Reduction was allowed to vary between 50 % to 100 % in steps of 10 %.
Table 5: Simulation parameters
Parameters Value Descriptive Name
GR 0.35 Glide ratio
GR Reduction 87.5 % Tuning parameter
vEd 22 ft/ sec Descent rate
dt 0.01 sec Time step
Altitude Step 100 ft Waypoint altitude spacing
Successive screening experiments were conducted and the range of GR Reduction
was reduced and the granularity of the search was increased at each step. Ultimately a
GR Reduction of 87.5 % was selected. The miss distance and direction between each
simulated drop and the corresponding measured drop was recorded for each value of GR
Reduction. In the final screening experiment, the residual distance for all values of GR
Reduction became mostly uniform. The final decision for value of GR Reduction was
based on the most uniform residual direction in addition to the residual distance. The
distribution of the misses as measured by the residual direction for a GR Reduction of
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87.5 % resulted in a low value for average residual distance between the simulated and
measured cases as well as showing a visually uniform distribution of misses in terms of
residual direction.
North
East
South
West
25 ft.
50 ft.
75 ft.
100 ft.
Average Residual
Distance = 26 ft.
Figure 18: Simulation verification using GR reduction of 87.5 %
4.1.4 Simulation Verification
Results of the simulation validation are presented in Figure 18. For this plot, the
distance and direction of the simulated landing location is found as the miss distance and
direction based on the nominal measured trajectory. Results for all the drops are plotted
with the center point representing the case where the simulated and measured landing
locations coincided perfectly. The CEP on the plot shows that half of the simulations
resulted in a difference of less than 21 ft compared to the measured landing location.
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4.1.5 Simulation Structure
The simulation was also used to evaluate the performance of different navigation
schemes in response to uncertain winds. Uncertainty in the CARP was also introduced.
Prior to performing a simulation each measured wind file was characterized according
to two metrics. The overall wind direction was found by computing the angle between
the starting and ending coordinates for the ballistic waypoints. The overall wind distance
was found by computing the distance between the starting and ending coordingate for the
ballistic waypoints.
The ideal CARP is still taken as the starting coordinates for the ballistic trajectory.
However, other drops are simulated based on erroneous CARP locations. Using the over-
all wind direction to define a local wind fixed coordinate system, one simulated drop is
started at each of the four cardinal directions at a radius equal to 5 % of the drop altitude
away from the ideal CARP. According to this method there are a total of five drops for
each simulated trial. One drop occurs perfectly at the CARP, another drop occurs in the
same direction as the overall wind direction, another in the opposite direction from the
overall wind direction. Then two drops occur perpendicular to the overall wind direction,
one each way.
One bundle of drops is conducted for each navigation scheme for each trial. In
this way there are a total of five drops for each of two navigations schemes for each
simulated trial. Thus there are a total of ten drops available for each set of simulation
conditions. The total number of available simulation conditions is given by all possible
combinations of input wind files according to the following rules. One set of wind files is
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used to generate the ballistic trajectory and thus the waypoints. A unique set of wind files
is used to represent the simulated winds in the drop zone. The wind files representing the
wind in the drop zone must include all possible altitudes available in the wind files used
to generate the waypoints. Thus the number of combinations of wind files is limited to
include only those simulations were the altitude of the second wind file is greater than the
altitude of the original file. From 37 possible wind files, more than 450 unique simulated
combinations are available.
Additionally, for most trials, the actual drop point was varied from the CARP
by an amount equal to 5 % of the maximum altitude in the original file in each of four
direction. The prevailing wind direction was computed as the heading angle between
the CARP and the desired impact point. One drop point was placed in the direction of
the prevailing wind and another was placed opposite the direction of the prevailing wind
(farther from the target). Similarly, the other two drop points were placed perpendicular
to the prevailing wind direction, one in each direction. Figure 19 shows graphically how
the drops in each simulation trial are distributed.
Figure 19: Illustration of drop locations for simulation trials
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4.1.6 Logistic Regression Classifier
A simpler technique to improve the impact point accuracy of the SnowflakeX
system was investigated. A substantial difference was observed in the performance of the
two navigation schemes depending on whether the winds in the dropzone were known
with or without error.
In order to determine which strategy is best, all simulated trials were classified
in terms of which navigation scheme resulted in the best miss distance. Additionally, a
simple metric to characterize the winds error was needed. This strategy was intended to
be as simple as possible so choice of a wind characterizing metric is an important design
choice. The prevailing wind direction and distance for the waypoint wind measurement
are subtracted from the wind direction and distance for the drop zone wind measurement.
Additionally the difference in the time of day at which each measurement was collected
are recorded.
In this way, the classifier does not rely on complicated measured of the wind which
may not be available shortly before a drop. For the sake of building the classifier, the entire
wind trajectory is known a priori but using such a simple metric means that the classifier
could potentially be applied by relying on a simple measurement of the wind direction
and distance such as dropping wind streamers or relying on the pilot’s discretion.
A logistic classifier was built of the form shown in Eq. (4.9). Values for the pa-
rameters as well as explanations of the regressors are given in Table 6.
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P =
eβ1X1+β2X2+β3X3+β4X1X3+β5X2X3
1 + eβ1X1+β2X2+β3X3+β4X1X3+β5X2X3
(4.9)
Table 6: Logistic classifier coefficient values and regressor description
Coefficient Value
β0 0.74
β1 0.058
β2 0.000064
β3 1.3
β4 0.047
β5 0.00062
Regressor Description
X1 difference in time between wind measurements
X2 difference in overall distance between wind measurements
X3 difference in overall direction between wind measurements
The output of the logistic regression model is the probability that the waypoint
navigation strategy will result in a lower miss distance than the point-toward-target scheme
for a given pair of waypoint and dropzone wind files. If the predicted probability is above
50 % then the waypoint navigation scheme will be used. Otherwise the point-toward-
target navigation scheme should be used. In order to build the classifier, the simulated
experiments are divided into a training set and a test set according to the validation set
approach. Since so much data is available in this case, a 25 % 75 % split is used. Model
error is reported in terms of miss-classification. That is, the training and test error are
given as a percentage which represents the portion of trials for which the wrong naviga-
tion technique is chosen by the model.
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4.2 Results
In the following section, results from outdoor flight testing are first presented.
Next results from the simulated experiments are presented. The results of a basic exper-
iment which further demonstrates the fidelity of the simulation environment when com-
pared to the recorded outdoor flight test data is presented. Next a more sophisticated
experiment is conducted which generates a large number of simulated drops with varying
characteristics in order to characterize the navigation schemes in terms of varying levels
of uncertainty in drop location and drop zone winds. A simple logistic classifier is demon-
strated which offers improved impact point accuracy using a rudimentary measurement
of the difference in the waypoint and the drop zone winds.
4.2.1 Flight Test Results
Four separate outdoor flight test events were conducted in order to characterize the
navigation capabilities of SnowflakeX. Testing was conducted by UMKC personnel using
large UAV at Camp Roberts CA with drop altitudes ranging from 1600 ft to 5000 ft AGL.
Additional testing was performed with support from staff at Yuma Proving Ground from
a UH-60 Blackhawk Helicopter at Yuma Proving Ground with altitudes from 4000 ft to
6000 ft. An image from this test event is shown in Figure 20.
Additional testing was conducted at Eloy AZ with support from Natick and Natick
contractors from a Short Brothers SC.7 Skyvan with altitudes from ft to 250ft. Overall
results and results by test event are shown in Table 7. The vast majority of drops con-
ducted during test events used the point-toward-target navigation strategy but a handful
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Figure 20: UH-60 Blackhawk helicopter takes off at Yuma Proving Ground
of waypoint navigation drops are included in the results as well.
Table 7: Outdoor flight test results
Event Strategy CEP ft
Overall Combined 211
Camp Roberts, CA Combined 225
Camp Roberts, CA Waypoint navigation 45
Camp Roberts, CA Point-toward-target 400
Yuma Proving Ground Point-toward-target 8
Eloy, AZ Point-toward-target 320
4.2.2 Simulation using Perfect CARP and Perfect Wind Estimate
An experiment was conducted to study the navigation scheme performance when
the wind conditions in the drop zone are known without error. For this experiment, the
same wind file used to generate the waypoints is also used to represent the winds in
the drop zone during the simulation. In this way there is a perfect correlation between
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the wind forecast and the winds encountered during the simulation. This experiment
provides some useful data for characterizing the navigation performance and also affords
an additional opportunity to evaluate the simulation performance.
Since the winds are known without error, the results of this experiment can be
analyzed to determine if the generated waypoints actually reflect a ballistic trajectory.
The miss distance results for the waypoint navigation strategy should be consistently very
low. The results indicate that the ballistic trajectory is reasonable since the waypoint
navigation scheme results in a very low CEP as shown in Figure 21.
Figure 21: Comparison of landing location accuracy for different navigation schemes
4.2.3 Simulation Results
The ground tracks for one data set used in the experiment is shown in Figure 22. It
can be seen that the point-toward-target navigation fails to account for the wind blowing
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Table 8: Simulation results
Strategy Condition CEP ft
Point-toward-target winds known perfectly 220
Point-toward-target unknown winds 300
Point-toward-target all 280
Waypoint navigation winds known perfectly 16
Waypoint navigation unknown winds 440
Waypoint navigation all 390
Both (combined) unknown winds 492
Mixed (chosen by logistic model) unknown winds 264
toward the east and thus overshoots the target landing location and afterward cannot pene-
trate the wind to get back toward the target. This is why the point-toward-target navigation
typically has a lower impact point accuracy compared to the waypoint navigation. Fail-
ure to account for impenetrable winds near the ground mean that the point-toward-target
passes over the waypoint and does not have sufficient authority to return to the desired
impact point.
Though the miss distance is better for the waypoint navigation technique, there
are distinct disadvantages to this approach. Examining Figure 23 it can be seen that the
desired yaw angle becomes erratic when the simulated system draws close to and over-
takes a waypoint. Although, the simulated system yaw is filtered according to the system
dynamics, there is still oscillation present in the simulated heading. This oscillation ef-
fectively wastes the already limited glide capability of the system. Conversely, thought
the point-toward-target navigation scheme results in a larger miss distance, the desired
heading is stable and thus results in a trajectory which uses the GR of the system more
effectively and is more efficient in terms of controller actuation.
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Figure 22: Comparison of ground track for different navigation schemes
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Figure 23: Comparison of yaw and desired yaw for different navigation schemes
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The ground tracks in Figure 24 come from a single simulated trial where the way-
point and drop zone winds are the same. This particular trial is here representing a partic-
ularly interesting ground track. The green waypoints representing the ballistic trajectory
actually start in a north-north-west direction then double back along approximately the
same path. This ground track is generated based on winds which turn a full 180◦ during
the descent. This trial results in a particularly poor miss distance for the point-toward-
target navigation scheme. It can be seen that the point-toward-target arrives at a cusp
point near the desired impact point before being blown eastward by the strong, unfavor-
able wind near the ground. In contrast, the waypoint trajectory accounts for the strong
wind near the ground by steering well to the east of the impact point and arrives close the
impact point.
Figure 24: Comparison of ground track for different navigation schemes using imperfect
CARP and erroneous wind prediction
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4.2.4 Navigation Scheme Comparison for Imperfect CARP and Erroneous Wind
Prediction
For the next simulated experiment, each wind track was first classified according
to the maximum altitude recorded. Each wind track was used to generate a set of way-
points and a CARP but instead of using that same wind file to propagate the effect of the
wind in the simulation, all other recorded wind files with an altitude equal to or greater
than the original file was used. This generated over 450 combinations out of more than
45 recorded wind files.
A ground track plot for a representative simulated trial is shown in Figure 25. This
plot provides a good graphical demonstration of the primary reason why the SnowflakeX
system has difficulty arriving at the desired impact point when the winds are not know
perfectly. In this case, the point-toward-target outperforms the waypoint navigation strat-
egy slightly. Both navigation schemes fail due to a CARP which is approximately twice
as far away as would be required to land close the impact point. In this case, no amount
of navigation could improve the impact point accuracy substantially. The system simply
does not have enough glide control authority to make up for the poor drop location.
The ground track plot shown in Figure 26 is a good representation of under what
conditions the point-toward-target navigation scheme outperforms the waypoint naviga-
tion in terms of miss distance. In this case the waypoint winds and the drop zone wind
measurements are not the same. Despite the wind measurements being different, they are
not very far apart in terms of overall direction and distance. This highlights one of the
most important disadvantages with the waypoint navigation scheme. Since the waypoints
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Figure 25: Ground track for representative drop with different waypoint and drop zone
wind measurements
can be attained by the waypoint navigation scheme, even though they do not provide
the true ballistic trajectory to the desired impact point, the waypoint navigation scheme
wastes energy following the reference trajectory.
In the case of matched waypoint wind and drop zone wind measurements, the
wasted energy and spoiled glide works in the favor the waypoint navigation scheme be-
cause it approximates an additional degree of freedom of control in that the system can
get rid of excess distance which might otherwise be traveled in the direction of the system
heading. In this case; however, the wasted glide negatively impact the miss distance.
While the waypoint trajectory is foolishly tracking an imperfect trajectory, the point-
toward-target strategy is making a much more efficient use of the limited translational
authority to arrive very close to the desired impact point.
It is reasonable to suggest that the point-toward-target strategy outperforms the
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waypoint trajectory when the wind measurements are different enough to disrupt the bal-
listic trajectory but not to substantially disrupt the CARP. When the systems are dropped
from approximately the correct CARP, the glide which the waypoint strategy wastes is a
detriment to landing location accuracy. Conversely, the extending glide capability of the
more efficient (in this case) point-toward-target scheme allows the point-toward-target
strategy to arrive very close to the desired impact point.
Figure 26: Ground track for representative drop with different waypoint and drop zone
wind measurements
4.3 Navigation Experiment Conclusions
The SnowflakeX parachute system was previously proven to be capable of heading
control via asymmetric deflection of the canopy by a single actuator. A controller was
developed in order to stabilizing the system heading. An investigation was conducted to
study the performance of different navigation potential navigation schemes to be used on
SnowflakeX.
Use of the waypoint navigation scheme results in improved impact point accuracy
when the winds in the drop zone are known perfectly or with a small amount of error.
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When a measurement of winds in the drop zone is either not available or available only
for conditions which are far away temporally or spatially, then the point-toward-target
navigation results in improved impact point accuracy. A simple classifier is developed
which is able to predict which strategy should be used for a given drop based on a very
simple measurement of the current winds in the drop zone.
This work demonstrates the precision capabilities of the SnowflakeX system. Ad-
ditionally, this work provides a groundwork for the development of more advanced nav-
igation strategies including those capable of incorporating the wind measurement and
planning a trajectory adaptively during descent.
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CHAPTER 5
CONCLUSIONS
This work has detailed the advances made in the development of a low-cost preci-
sion guided parachute which makes use of a single actuator in order to steer an inexpen-
sive cruciform canopy called SnowflakeX. The system serves as a solution to the preci-
sion guided airdrop problem which offers improved impact point accuracy compared to
unguided ballistic systems yet is more cost effective than other options such as parafoil
based solutions. The developed system is timely because, in the meantime, the US mil-
itary uses low-cost, low-accuracy unguided ballistic parachute drops which leave cargo
scattered across the landscape and leave aircraft vulnerable to small arms fire.
The concept behind the system is to approach the precision airdrop problem from
a new angle. Rather than designing a parachute and payload system from scratch to meet
impact point accuracy requirements, a simple canopy which already exists is enhanced
using clever engineering design to allow precision navigation to be realized with mini-
mal hardware development. The experimental groundwork laid out in this work is easily
adapted to study other simple parachute steering concepts quickly and efficiently in a ver-
tical wind tunnel. In this way, any type of parachute, possibly existing parachutes which
were previously manufactured for purely unguided drops, might be investigated as poten-
tial precision navigation platforms in the same way the steerable cruciform system was
developed.
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The persistent point-to-target and waypoint navigation strategies have been used
to demonstrate the precision navigation potential of the SnowflakeX system. These same
techniques could be applied to any other system including those for which a controller is
developed at the vertical wind tunnel. The outdoor flight test results demonstrate the via-
bility of the SnowflakeX system as well as the viability of the specific navigation scheme
being used. Additionally, the implications of these experimental results are that a wide
array of unique canopies could potentially be tested using the same methodologies.
A simulation was developed for the SnowflakeX system using data obtained from
the VST experiments. This simulation proved to be highly useful in characterizing the
performance of different navigation schemes for SnowflakeX. A comparison between
simulation results and results obtained during outdoor flight test indicates that the sim-
ulation closely matches reality. The simplicity of the simulation as well as the ease of
developing the simulation using only VST experimental data means that this technique
could be easily applied to other parachute systems with ease.
Ultimately, the contribution of this work is to establish framework which can be
used to screen out potential precision guided airdrop solutions with a minimum invest-
ment of time and capital. The development of the SnowflakeX system serves as the first
prototype of this method of development. That is, a new parachute system is designed,
then tested in the vertical spin tunnel, then evaluated in limited flight testing and finally
the navigation performance is evaluated extensively using a simulation. All of this de-
velopment is done at a fraction of the cost and time required for the development of
a traditional parachute system. Applying this methodology to other parachute designs
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could delivery a whole family of precision guided airdrop solutions offering different
characteristics which can be chosen based on specific operation needs. For example, the
US military already makes use of a cruciform canopy called the T-11 for unguided drops
which is not altogether unlike the SnowflakeX parachute. If the T-11 or any one of count-
less other inexpensive unguided canopies could be tested in the VST and demonstrated
to be capable of precision navigation, then a mission-ready system could be developed
based on that preliminary knowledge. Ultimately, systems like SnowflakeX aim to make
more options and better options available to planners of re-supply missions which could
lead to more accurate airdrops, less lost cargo and fewer bullet riddled aircraft.
5.1 Future Work
The future development of SnowflakeX involves the development of advanced
trajectory planning and tracking algorithms. Reliance on a wind estimate is the continual
thorn-in-the -side of parachute researchers. The impact point accuracy of all systems,
including high glide and high offset capable parafoils is dependent on the accuracy of the
wind estimate in the drop zone. The wind is notoriously difficult to predict and various
techniques have been proposed to develop better wind estimation techniques.
The navigation scheme envisioned for SnowflakeX, will use previous knowledge
of the winds in the drop zone (whether good or bad) to generate a ballistic trajectory dur-
ing flight. Because the trajectory will be re-planned in flight, an estimate of the quality
of the a-priori wind estimate can be obtained by compared the expected versus the ac-
tual trajectory during flight. The navigation scheme can then make decisions on the best
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trajectory going forward based on the measured quality of the wind estimate.
Model predictive control (MPC) has been demonstrate as a trajectory planner on
parfoil systems previously [43, 45]. Thus MPC provides a good starting point for the
design of an advanced, adaptive trajectory planner.
The future of the methodologies laid out in this thesis is to employ the efficient
experimental techniques to various unconventional or non-traditional guided parachute
designs. Similar outdoor flight tests to those presented here could be conducted to fur-
ther vet the precision navigation potential of such systems. Specifically, UMKC is cur-
rently procuring a traditionally unguided parachute from the U.S. Army Natick Soldier
Research Development and Engineering Center in order to attempt to develop a stabi-
lizing controller for the system. The unguided parachute itself was designed as part of a
low-cost parachute research project and provides the perfect test case for the experimental
methodology laid out in this thesis.
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APPENDIX A
UNMANNED AERIAL SYSTEMS AND PARACHUTE RELEASE MECHANISMS
During the development of SnowflakeX two different unmanned aerial systems
(UAS) were vetted and two different parachute release mechanisms were developed. The
first aircraft used is a Matrice 600 which is made by DJI. This system is fully developed
and ready to fly as provided. The A3 flight controller on which the M600 controller is
based is incredibly robust. Additionally, the LightBridge2 system which transmits the
high definition video feed from the drone along with the proprietary video receiver/radio
transmitter is the most easy to use and dependable system available on the market today.
The ability to use an iPad as a ground station and video viewer is a distinct advantage to
using the DJI systems which is not easily available on other platforms. During outdoor
flight tests, the DJI system completed dozens of autonomous landings. This capability
allowed more drops to be conducted as the pilot in command could perform other tasks
while monitoring the autonomous landing which would not be possible if the system was
being flown manually.
As developed as the DJI system is, there is still no commercial solution for re-
leasing a parachute from the UAS which meets all of the requirements for this project.
Prior outdoor flight tests made use of a mechanism built around a payload mounting shoe
which was designed to work with the Arcturus T20 fixed wing UAS. This mechanism was
adapted to the multi-rotor M600 which was being used by UMKC at the time. However,
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this shoe itself and the implementation of the release mechanism was sub-optimal. The
design of the release mechanism was well suited to drop being conducted with non-zero
forward velocity. For safety purposes, multi-rotor UAS drops are typically conducted with
the aircraft hovering in place. Minimizing the forward velocity reduces the likelihood that
the parachute or rigging lines could become entangled in one of the UAS rotors. There-
fore, the design of the drop shoes tended to induce a rotation motion of the payload during
release. Additionally, the mechanism itself was unreliable due to tolerance stack-up and
excessive friction in the mechanical pull-pin release.
Figure 27: DJI M600 with magnetic parachute release system
A new mechanism was designed during the summer of 2017. This new mechanism
sought to address the shortcomings of the pull-pin, shoe drop which was being used pre-
viously. Specifically the drop system needed to enable easy loading of the parachute and
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payload on the UAS and needed to suffer from fewer failure-to-deploy events. The solu-
tion proposed consisted of an electromagnet powered by the M600 auxiliary power which
could be switched on and off via the radio transmitter. The payload then only needed to
have some kind of ferrous plate or block attached to it and it could easily loaded onto the
UAS when the system was armed. With the exception of two drops, this system operated
without any failure-to-deploy events in more than 100 drops at Camp Roberts, CA. The
root cause of the failures was not related to the magnet drop but rather to an improperly
trimmed bolt which was catching on parachute rigging lines during deployment.
Figure 28: Perfect parachute deployment from M600 UAS with magnetic payload release
The electromagnetic release mechanism had the desirable fail-safe behavior in the
event of full or partial loss of power to the UAS. In the event of a power anomaly, the
parachute and payload would be automatically jettisoned when the electromagnet ceased
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to be energized. This left the UAS itself in the nominal configuration under which built-
in fail-safe behavior should function properly and if not then pilot intervention is more
straightforward under the nominal flight configuration. In order to simplify the overall
system configuration, the payload was adapted to use a reed switch which would be trig-
gered by the same electromagnet used for the mechanical dropping of the parachute in
order to arm the system at the same instant the parachute was released. Use of the reed
switch worked reliably for UAS drops but this method of arming became an issue during
the transition to dropping from manned aircraft.
While the universality of the electromagnetic in terms of being able to lift any
ferrous object within the weight limits was an advantage during the UAS drops, this same
concept of a heavy chunk of steel attached to the payload is less popular when the aircraft
in question is full-sized and piloted by humans on-board. During outdoor flight testing at
Yuma Proving Ground in Yuma, AZ as well as flight testing at Eloy, AZ the SnowflakeX
payloads were hand launched by personnel on-board the aircraft. Thus, there was no need
for the electromagnetic drop mechanism. The however, left no way to arm the payload
at the instant of the parachute drop. A fix was designed where the deployment bag was
equipped with a permanent magnet which would be manually placed over the reed switch.
When the parachute system is hand launched then the magnet is pulled from the payload
and the system becomes armed. While conceptually simple, this technique was identified
by drop personnel at Yuma and at Eloy as a potential safety hazard.
The drops in question were all conducted using static line deployments. This
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means that when the payload exits the aircraft, the parachute deployment bag is still con-
nected to a static line which is anchored inside the aircraft. After the system reaches the
end of the static line, the parachute is forcefully removed from the deployment bag and
inflates. After deployment is complete, the aircraft personnel tow the static line back into
the aircraft to prevent the flapping deployment bag from contacting the fuselage. In the
case of the UMKC drops, the deployment bag was outfitted with a heavy and potentially
dangerous permanent magnet which could damage the aircraft if it was being whipped
around by the wind. In both Yuma and Eloy, attempts were made to protect the magnet
from contacting anything by drawing the magnet into the bag with the static line and by
completely stitching the magnet into the deployment bag respectively. While no safety
incidents were experienced at either event, the permanent magnets were tossed around
strongly enough to become broken during flight on at least two occasions.
Following the Eloy, AZ testing event, a redesign of the deployment methodology
was commissioned based on extensive suggestions from staff at both drop events. Two
primary goals were identified in order to improve the safety of drops from manned aircraft
as well as to ease the transition for UMKC staff from unmanned to manned aircraft drops.
A system was desired which would work for both situations with an absolute minimum
of modifications. The two goals were as follows:
1. Develop a drop mechanism which makes use of cordage only to affix the parachute
and payload
2. Develop an arming method which is compatible with the drop mechanism and will
also work with drop methodology used during drops from manned aircraft
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The requirement of the mechanism to use cordage as the only means of affixing
the system to the aircraft is born of the observation that parachute riggers at the Yuma
and Eloy testing events are very comfortable working with cordage. Additionally, they
are comfortable altering and tuning systems which are based on cordage. It seems as if
everything that goes onto a larger parachute during the packing and rigging process is
tied on. In fact it could be said that if it cannot be tied on, it will not be included in the
drop. Following this maxim, the drop mechanism is to be designed such that it can be
used directly or easily modified by parachute riggers during drops from manned aircraft.
The second requirement is a compliment to the first requirement. Arming mech-
anism for large scale airdrop seem to be based on some type of tie-off which is accom-
plished by the rigger as one of the last steps in the rigging process. An arming mechanism
which uses cordage is easily understood by the parachute rigger and thus is less likely to
be identified as a safety hazard. Even if the drop mechanism is found to be unsatisfactory,
if the mechanism is based on something the parachute rigger understands such as tying
off with cordage, then the system may be easily adapted in order to ease safety concerns.
A mechanism was developed which uses a more traditional type of parachute de-
ployment bag and rigging along with a hot wire which can melt synthetic cordage in
order to release the ties on system from the aircraft. This mechanism makes use of a
pair of trapeze like bars which contain a nichrome resistance wire. When activated, the
wire heats up and melts through whatever cordage is used to affix the payload. Although
many configuration were tried during the development process, the final solution involved
the cordage contacting the hot wire directly. This configuration resulted in a typical melt
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time (how long to drop after the pilot engages the switch) of approximately 5 s. Addition-
ally, by using different weight synthetic cordage, this system can be adapted for larger or
smaller payloads. The melt time can also be adjusted by switching to heavier or lighter
cordage as long as the weight limits of the cordage itself are not violated.
Unfortunately, this system did not benefit from built-in fail-safe behavior like the
magnet drop mechanism did. In the event of a total power failure, no energy would be
available to melt the cordage and drop the system. This type of event was identified as ex-
tremely low probability anyway. In the more likely event that some type of flight anomaly
was encountered and the pilot needed to land the system or the autopilot attempted to re-
turn the take-off area, the flight controller was programmed to enable the hot wire melter
for all fail-safe events in order to leave the UAS unencumbered during an emergency.
Figure 29: Large UAS with hot wire melter payload release mechanism
At the same time the hot wire melter drop mechanism was designed, a new large
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UAS system was built. This large UAS system increases the payload and maximum alti-
tude capacity compared to the M600 which was previously used. Vetting this new system
proved to be a daunting task. Whenever a new flight controller or aircraft is being inves-
tigated, it is imperative that all fail-safe behavior be thoroughly understood prior to the
maiden flight. This includes fail-safe behavior for each component individually as well
as the flight controller settings themselves. Before first flight, the pilot must be certain
that the aircraft cannot flyaway and/or that if the aircraft does attempt to fly away that
the fail-safe event will be triggered or the aircraft can be otherwise brought back to the
ground.
After hours of ground tests and flight tests up to 400 ft AGL in Kansas City, the
new large UAS was ready to be tested during a flight test event in Camp Roberts, CA. De-
spite hours of testing an in flight calibration anomaly was experienced and the large sys-
tem crashed. The crash was related to a mishandled in-flight compass calibration which
triggered a fail-safe event which ultimately caused a fly away due to the failure of the
flight controller to trust the GPS. This event is mentioned here as just another reminder
of hour important compass calibration is to aircraft flight and safety. In this specific case,
the aircraft potentially could have been landed without damage if the pilot had taken the
correct actions after the anomaly was experienced. Careful evaluation of potential failure
modes and the best reaction in a given situation must be conducted before flying because
there is often not sufficient time to think about the best thing to do during an emergency.
The takeaway from the crash event, is that stabilize mode is the least autonomous
and therefore the most directly connected to the controls at the pilot’s fingers. Given
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sufficient altitude, it is often a good idea to attempt to switch the craft into stabilize mode
prior to taking more extreme action. In the case of the large UAS crash, the pilot’s decision
to put the aircraft in the ground did lead to frame damage on the aircraft but if the UAS
had flown higher, faster or farther away prior to the decisive action the damage could have
been much worse.
To go with this hot wire melt system, an arm switch was developed which is not
unlike a previous design used by UMKC. In the prior design a mechanical micro-switch
is activated by a flexible nylon rod. The micro-switch state was highly dependent on the
precise placement of the nylon rod and the switch itself. Additionally, since the switch is
mechanical, repeated hard landings could break the switch or cause misalignment leading
to faulty arming events. Additionally, the nylon rod was not captive on the payload and
thus spare pieces were carried by staff at all times in order to arm and disarm the payload.
Finally, the old arm switch was located inside the payload box so when the system failed
to work, the entire case needed to be opened in order to fix the problem.
For the new arm switch, a photo-transistor was selected as the switching element
in order to avoid all of the problems associated with mechanical switches. Plastic was
first proposed as a material from which a light blocking component could be made onto
which the photo-transistor could be installed and then a nylon rod could be installed or
removed from a tight fitting cylinder in order to arm and disarm the system. Natural
(white) nylon, black nylon and ABS were all used in the construction of prototype light
blocking components. It was found that all three of these materials transmit too much
light (infrared is used by the photo-transistor) and thus no reliable event which signified
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that arming should take place could be identified. Eventually, aluminum was selected via
experimentation as a material which provided sufficient light blocking properties without
weighing too much to be used on the relatively lightweight payload.
Figure 30: Redesigned payload showcasing arm switch with trigger made of black 3D
printer filament
String trimmer line was used previously as the flexible nylon rod. Most string
trimmer line is not perfectly round nor is the colored string trimmer line opaque. Thus, a
different solution was needed in order to use the photo-transistor. It was observed that fil-
ament designed to be used in 3D printers has a consistent diameter, is available in opaque
colors and is relatively flexible. Black PLA filament was selected as the flexible rod be-
cause it was already on hand. This filament showed promise but was also to blame for a
handful of failure-to-deploy events. The light blocking component interacts with the flex-
ible rod via a tight tolerance long and skinny hole. This hole was made to a tight tolerance
in order to ensure that false arming events were not causes by errant light escaping past
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the rod. In order to reduce the probability of failure-to-deploy events, this tight fitting
cylinder was expanded considerably. Future designs should make use of as loose of a fit
as possible in order to prevent the rod from sticking in the hole. Additionally, if mate-
rial was available which was more flexible than the PLA filament but which provided the
same light blocking abilities this material would be preferred to the 3D printer filament.
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APPENDIX B
AERIAL GUIDANCE UNIT REDESIGN
During the summer of 2017, a modest redesign of the aerial guidance unit (AGU)
was also undertaken with the goal of improving the repair-ability of the existing design.
At the time the AGU was using dual winch servo motors which were originally designed
for remote control sailboats to deflect the canopy and stabilize the canopy heading. These
servo motors while possible some of the most robust servo motors available in the remote-
controlled vehicle world, were robust enough to survive only a finite number of hard
impacts. When these servo motors did fail, replacement was an ordeal which could take
an hour or more and potentially delay further flight tests.
Figure 31: Payload box after redesign
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The redesign itself made extensive use of plastics due to their lightweight and
ease of manufacturing. A major goal of the redesign was to move the payload ballast
weights inside of the AGU box in order to remove the external mounting points which
made the AGU bulky and served as potential pinch and snag points for parachute rigging
and for people. In order to facilitate moving the ballast weight inside the payload a false
bottom was installed in the AGU under which the weights could be secured. On top of
this false bottom, a host of custom designed 3D printed parts held onto the winch servo
motors and other components without a minimum of fasteners. However, in order to
replace most components, the false bottom first needed to be removed from the AGU so
that fasteners could be accessed from below. While the servo motor mounting brackets
reduced the overall system weight and made replacement of the winch spool much easier,
the winch spool guides had a tendency to become entangled with the parachute control
line if slack was allowed in the line such as during an off-nominal deployment or during
most landings.
The redesigned system was used at Camp Roberts, CA during two test events.
Additionally, the system was dropped from manned aircraft at both Yuma Proving Ground
and Eloy, AZ. At both the test events involving manned aircraft, the AGU was deployed
with non-zero forward velocity. At Eloy, AZ the deployment airspeed was about 120 m/h.
This serves as a testament to the robustness of a design which had obvious shortcomings.
Even though the design did not look the best and even though there were areas which
could have been easily improved, the sub-optimal design survived drops under various
conditions.
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As a direct result of suggestions from personnel at both of the manned aircraft test
events, a complete redesign of the AGU was conducted during the spring of 2018. For
this redesign, the following major goals were identified:
1. Use a different actuator for which spare parts can be found and which is not likely
to be discontinued by the manufacturer within the next 18 months
2. Move whatever components possible to the outside of the AGU so that tasks which
are most frequently required in between drops can be accomplished without open-
ing the box
3. Redesign the arm mechanism such that cordage tied to the aircraft can be used to
initiate the arm event
The first of these requirements was necessitated by ongoing problems in acquir-
ing parts and replacements for the winch servo motors which were being used previously.
The spools for these motors were easily broken and not easily replaced. Additionally, the
spool were difficult to procure except as part of a package including the motor. The situa-
tion was manageable until the motors themselves became unavailable then were officially
discontinued by the manufacturer. Unfortunately, no other easily obtained servo motors
had specifications similar enough to be considered a drop-in replacement. To this end, the
new AGU would be designed around a more robust actuator which could be expected to
continue to be supported for at least a year (hopefully more) after the redesign.
At the Yuma, AZ testing event, the parachute was tied onto the top of the AGU
using break-tape (cotton thread with a calibrated breaking strength which is in compliance
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with a military specification). This involved tying the AGU box closed after packing
which meant that no further changes could be made or problems addressed which required
opening the box. In the perfect situation, the AGU would not require re-opening after
packing; however, under experimental conditions and using prototype hardware, it is not
uncommon to need to open a box to reset an AGU computer or to repair a servo motor or
replace a servo spool. Thus the redesigned payload should include wherever possible, the
ability to deal with these common problems without untying the parachute break-tape.
This means that components may be moved to the outside of the box or an alternative
method of tying off the parachute can be used such as providing eye hooks on the lid to
tie the break-tape into.
Figure 32: Wholly redesigned payload box
The last goal of the AGU design has already been discussed in the previous sec-
tion. The other two design goals will be discussed here. Identifying a suitable motor
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proved to be a daunting task. Motors which can be position controlled with the necessary
torque and voltage ratings are simply not available within the weight constraints. Hobby-
grade servo motors are not typically powerful enough; although, most are easy to power
and relatively lightweight. Industrial servo motors offer easy position control with built-in
feedback but can costs thousands of dollars and can weight as much as is allotted for the
whole payload. Direct current (DC) gear motors are readily available but are not typically
provided with native position feedback.
Ultimately, a system based on DC gear motors was selected and designed. This
system makes use of commodity DC gear motors with interchangeable gear boxes which
could facilitate an easy reconfiguration in the event that the existing motors were too slow
or not strong enough. The gear motors in question are provided with 64 counter-per-
revolution quadrature encoders already affixed to the back of the motor shaft. For the
selected 30 : 1 gearbox ratio, this provides a resolution of 1920 counters per rotation of
the output shaft. This resolution is comparable to the expected resolution of the servo
motors which were previously used.
In order to use the quadrature encoders an Arduino program was written to decode
the rising and falling edges of the quadrature square waves. The system needs to know
the number of rotation as well as the direction of the rotations in order to increment or
decrement the total number of steps. The motor drivers which were selected are not capa-
ble of decoding the quadrature encoder output into a position directly. In a solution which
is better referred to as a hack, an Arduino handles the quadrature decoding then outputs
an analog voltage to the motor driver which represents position. The motor controller has
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an extremely easy-to-use graphical interface which is used for programming and tuning.
The use of the Arduino turned out to offer an additional advantage which likely
would not have been possible if the quadrature decoding was happening on-board the
motor controller. Previously, the rigging of the SnowflakeX parachute was a dance which
involved setting a flag in the AGU computer which would let out the control line so that
the parachute could be rigged with uniform suspension line lengths. Once all the line
lengths were set to nominal, the AGU would be programmed with a different flag which
would reel in the line so that the nominal length of the control lines could be established.
This shortened length is responsible for the glide behavior and is also the neutral point
of operation for the stabilizing controller. If the suspension line length varied due to
cord stretch or knot slippage during descent, then the navigation performance would be
degraded. Additionally, the only way to detect that the line lengths had changed was to
go through the whole ordeal of programming and reprogramming the AGU and observing
the change in line length.
The Arduino as a middle-man between the new actuator and the motor controller
provided a remedy to the problem of establishing consistent control line lengths. Buttons
were added to the Arduino which can increment and decrement the step counter without
physically moving the motor. When the center point for the Arduino is changed relative
to the physical motor, the motor controller receives and off-center signal and proceeds
to drive the motor to the new correct position. This effectively allows the operator to
dynamics shorten and lengthen the control line between each drop. Since there is no
tedious re-programming involved, it is easy for the operator to perform a check between
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each drop. Better yet, the buttons means that the operator can fix the problem as soon as
it is discovered without even letting go of the parachute suspension lines.
Figure 33: New payload showing jog buttons to change parachute control line lengths
In pursuit of the second goal, a smaller enclosure was selected for the redesigned
AGU. This decision required that some components be moved to the outside of the box
because they simply would not fit elsewhere. The AGU computer for example was moved
to the top of the AGU enclosure. The AGU computer is still well protected, in fact vibra-
tion dampening balls were added to provide enhanced shock protection for the computer.
Additionally, the incorporate of a computer enclosure with a transparent lid means that
status lights on the AGU computer can be monitored more easily without ever opening
the AGU box.
The previously described Arduino module and motor controller including the but-
tons was installed on the outside of the payload both because of space requirements and
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because the buttons should be accessible from outside the box. Owing to well designed
enclosure which includes wire strain relief and the firm positive placement of all the major
electronic components, the motor controller and Arduino ensemble performed well in out-
door flight tests. In fact no components on the redesigned payload required replacement
in over 40 drops at Camp Roberts.
The arm switch which has been previously discussed is another component which
was moved to the outside of the box as a result of the redesign. Apart from the issues
with failure-to-deploy events, the arm switch performed as expected and was able to sur-
vive repeated hard landings. The occasional landing was abrupt enough to cause the arm
switch components to become misaligned; however, the outside-the-AGU placement of
the switch allowed the misalignment to be corrected very quickly.
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